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Introduction In these days, various kinds of Unification-based Grammars are developed and widely researched(l,2]. Lexical Functional Gramm ar(LFG)[3,4] is one of them and seems to meet well for the grammatical characteristics of Korean. W e have developed a Korean natural language parser, K O SA(K O rean Syntactic Analyzer) which is based on the LFG. It is the analysis part of the KEM TS(Korean-
M achine Translation System) which is our current machine translation system.
In this chapter the grammatical characteristics of Korean and the merits of LFG formalism are presented.
1-1. The Grammatical Characteristics of Korean
Korean which is classified into the Ural-Altaic languages and belongs to the agglutinative languages is greatly different in the linguistic structures from the IndoEuropean languages such as English.
Korean adopts a short-clause as the unit of the spacing words. 
Fig-1. GR of NPs in two C-structures
The second merit is the fact that postnouns and suffixes in Korean can be easily and efficiently analyzed with lexical rules.
Also LFG provides convenience of invoking the inference mechanisms with grammatical devices and constraint conditions for various purposes such as the determination of UNKNOWN attributes.
In the design of KOSA, we tried to maximize such merits of LFG. Following chapters will describe the structure of KOSA and the techniques that we adopt. The ShortClauseSplit phase splits a Korean sentence into a number of short-clauses using blanks and punctuation symbols as the delimeters. This phase can be constructed easily as a simple finite state automata.
Each short-clause is analyzed into morphemes in the ShortClauseAnal phase. As shown in section 1-1, the concatenations of morphemes are restricted by the word conjoin conditions which check the lexical categories, the phonology and the semantics. Although the word conjoin conditions seem to be complicated, they are just simply some local rules which deal only adjacent morpheme pairs. So this phase can be implemented as an automata, too.
TokenGenerate phase generates the token strings from the morphemes. In this phase, some morpheme patterns are combined into one complex token. Among some kinds of complex tokens, verbal complex(VC) tokens are the most important. Typically a verb and its following suffixes are combined into one VC token. But there also exist more complex VC token types, and they are discusses in chapter 3. By generating complex tokens, many local linguistic phenomena can be excluded from the CstrAnal/FstrAnal modules. Because these modules analyze the global relationship among the sentence constituents, the approach of combining morphems can greatly enhance the efficiency. This phase is implemented as the recursive pattern rewriting rules.
2-2. The Structure of CstrAnal Module
The 
The Introduction and Usage of VC category
In English, there is the VP category which consists of all sentence constituents except the subject of the sentence. But such a category can't be found in Korean because of the free word order among the NP constituents including the subject constituents. So Korean verb seems to be directly governed by the S category.
Verbs are ususally combined with suffixes or another morphemes into complex tokens in TokenGenerate phase. In this chapter, various usages of the VC category which means the lexical category of verbal complex tokens will be shown.
3-1. Analysis of Auxiliary Informations in Suffixes
In Koean, there are many suffixes with complex and various usages. But most of them does not affect on the meaning of the verb supplying only the auxiliry informations. So when the FstrExtract phase extracts the functional schemata for a VC token which consists of a verb and its following suffixes, the auxiliary informations of suffixes are appended to the functional schemata of the verb.
For example, Korean word 'meok-eot-da' means 'ate'. 'meok' is a verb which means 'eat', 'eoC is a past-tense suffix, and 'da' is a ending suffix for descriptive sentences. The FstrExtract phase appends these informations from lexicon like below. (rPRED) -'E A T < (tS U B J)(rO B J)> ' (tMODE) -DESC (t POSSIBILITY) -
3-3. Analysis of Duplicated Constituents Expressions
Some Korean sentences have duplicated subjects or duplicated objects. This phenomenon is called as duplicated constituents problem, and KOSA analyzes the typical case of this problem using VC category.
For example, in Korean 'Cheolsoo-ga ki-ga keu-da' means 'Cheolsoo is tali'. Because postnoun 'g a ' is a subject marker, there exist two subjects 'Cheolsoo-ga and 'ki-ga'. As 'ki' means 'height' and 'keu means 'big', 'kei-ga keu means 'be tali'. In Korean, the verb, 'ki-keu' which means 'be tall' is also used. Like this, many Korean adjective verbs are often expressed in the form of a subject and following simple adjective verb. So K O SA com bines 'ki-ga keu-da' into one VC token, and the attached rule interprets it just like 'ki-keu-da'. Similar method is applied to verbs which require duplicated objects.
3-4. Analysis of Passive/Causative Expressions
In Korean, passive/causative expressions are all represented using suffixes. For exam ple, 'meok-hi-da' means 'be eaten', and 'hi is a suffix showing passiveness. Similarly 'm eok-i-da' means 'let ... eat', and '/' is a suffix showing causativeness.
K O SA com bines such an expression into one VC token, and obtains the functional schemata for this token using the methods proposed by K aplan [7, 8] , For 'meok-hi-da' and 'meok-i-da', the attached rule for passiveness/causativeness transforms the functional schemata of 'm eok-da' like below.
\c(\v(m tok),i(da,final)]) : = > vc([v(m*o*),f(/u\pass),i(da,final)]) : (?PRED) -'E A T < (tS U B J)(fO B J)> ' (»PRED) » 'E A T < (tO B L AGT)(tS U B J)> ' (rMODE) =• DESC OMODE) =» DESC

\d[\r{m eok),t(da,final)]) : -> vc([v(m*o*),f(/,cause),f(<£j,final)]) : ( tPRED) = ' E A T < ( fSUBJ)( tOBJ) > ' (tPRED) = 'LE T<(rSU BL)(rO BJ2)(rX C O M P )>(rO BJ)' (rMODE) = DESC ( tXCOMP PRED) -'E A T < (tS U B J)(tO B J)> ' (tXCOMP SU BJ) =-(tOBJ2) ( tXCOMP OBJ) => (tOBJ) (rMODE) = DESC
Determination Techniques of Grammatical Relations
The G R of Korean NPs are mainly determined by the postnouns. The G R value of P is transmitted by 't = i ' to the NP, and indirectly used by '(t(iG R ))= i' [9] . Even in such cases, we should find the hidden GRs for correct analysis. This chapter describes the determination techniques of such unknown GRs.
But sometimes the GRs of
4-1. Introduction of UNKNOWN Attributes
Because the heuristics to determine the unknown GR value should refer to the global relations among the VC and another NPs, the f-structure of the sentence should be able to be extracted before the heuristics are invoked. So we have introduced the UNKNOWN attribute to represent the temporary GR values. It is inserted and used during the FstrExtract phase, and changed to the correct GR value by the heuristics in FstrCheck phase.
. , _ _ The UNKNOWN is inserted by two methods. When the postnoun showing the OR value is omitted, the 'null' postnoun whose lexicon information has the functional schemata, '(tGR) = UNKNOWN' is inserted in TokenGenerate phase. By the functional schemata' , UNKNOWN becomes the attribute representing the NP whose GR is unknown. For the relative clause, syntactic rule (NP5) in section 2-2 inserts the UNKNOWN attribute whose value is the f-structure for the antecedent to the relative clause. 
s.^514.
w oori-ga ta-n bihaenggi-neun S eou l-t dochakha-et-da.
we take-oa airplane Seoul arrive The airplane which we took on arrived at Seoul.
5-1. Analysis Result of LexAnal M odule
after ShortQauseSplit phase: five short-clauses are generated [ 'woori-ga', 'ta-n', 'bihaenggi-neun', 'Seoul-e', 'dochakha-et-da' ] after ShortClauseAnal phase: eleven morphemes are generated [ aoun(we) , post(^a,sub}-mark), verb( take-on), suffbc(n, modify), noun(airplane), post(n*im, topic), noun(Seoul), post(*,obl1<x-mark), vcrb(arrive), suf£Lx(*f,tense), suffix(<ia,final) ]
after TokenG enerate phase: eight tokens are generated -after FstrExtract phase: two alternative f-structures are generated as below 
